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The ideas & plans behind ALL chess openings! Volume 2 of an accessible primer and
reference book about chess openings. Provides a solid foundation to build your opening
repertoire on. Explains what you should be trying to achieve, with clear indications for
further study. * Comprehensive: covers all main variations likely to arise * Easy-to-use:
important moves and key positions are highlighted in colour * Long-lasting: it doesn’t
outdate because it is about basics – not the latest fashions * Complete: explains the
plans and counterplans for both Black and White * Down-to-earth: simple, verbal
introductions (not a database dump full of dead trees) * Convenient: every opening is
illustrated with a number of instructive games * Prize-winning: received the Golden
Award of the Italian Chess Federation This book helps beginners to develop a solid
understanding of fundamental opening play, gives casual players the ability to choose
the opening that suits their style and taste, and is a tool for club players to test and
review their opening repertoire.
A wild, baroque adventure into the margins of Buenos Aires, where poverty, corruption,
and gender identity meet a vision of the Virgin Mary.
Jean Grondin completes the first history of metaphysics and respects both the
analytical and the Continental schools while transcending the theoretical limitations of
each. He reviews seminal texts by Parmenides, Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus, and
Augustine. He follows the theological turn in the metaphysical thought of Avicenna,
Anselm, Aquinas, and Duns Scotus, and he revisits Descartes and the cogito; Spinoza
and Leibniz's rationalist approaches; Kant's reclaiming of the metaphysical tradition;
and post-Kantian practice up to Hegel. He engages with twentieth century innovations
that upended the discipline, particularly Heidegger's revival of the question of Being and
the rediscovery of the metaphysics of existence by Sartre and the Existentialists,
language by Gadamer and Derrida, and transcendence by Levinas. Metaphysics is
often dismissed as a form or epoch of philosophy that must be overcome, yet by
promoting a full understanding of its platform and processes, Grondin reveals its cogent
approach to reality and foundational influence on modern philosophy and science. By
restoring the value of metaphysics for contemporary audiences, Grondin showcases
the rich currents and countercurrents of metaphysical thought and its future
possibilities.
Infuse a drop of magick into your everyday life. Writer, fashion alchemist and modern
witch, Gabriela Herstik, unlocks the ancient art of witchcraft so that you can find a brand
of magick that works for you. From working with crystals, tarot and astrology, to
understanding sex magick, solstices and full moons; learn how to harness energy,
unleash your inner psychic and connect with the natural world. Full of spells and rituals
for self-care, new opportunities and keeping away toxic energy, Craft is the essential
lifestyle guide for the modern woman who wants to take control and reconnect with
herself. After all, empowered women run the world (and they’re probably witches).
A publishing phenomenon in Spain: a moving, lyrical, far-ranging meditation on the
deep joys of confronting oneself through silence by a Spanish priest and Zen disciple.
With silence increasingly becoming a stranger to us, one man set out to become its
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intimate: Pablo d'Ors, a Catholic priest whose life was changed by Zen meditation. With
disarming honesty and directness, as well as a striking clarity of language, d'Ors shares
his struggles as a beginning meditator: the tedium, restlessness, and distraction. But,
persevering, the author discovers not only a deep peace and understanding of his true
nature, but also that silence, rather than being a retreat from life, offers us an intense
engagement with life just as it is. Imbued with a rare beauty, Biography of Silence
shows us the deep joy of silence that is available to us all.
El n mero 7 simboliza el estado de totalidad e indica que se ha superado una etapa
especial en un momento dado. Todo en la creaci n recorre 7 etapas de actividad.
Luego viene autom ticamente un momento de descanso. El 7 es un punto final que
obliga un reposo para luego comenzar una nueva serie de 7 pasos. Y as
sucesivamente, el libro va exponiendo todo lo que significa y simboliza el n mero 7 en
nuestras vidas. Destiny Number Seven is the number of perfection. This books explains
the most important values of number seven.
En esta segunda entrega de la ya clásica serie 4 en 1 se analizan las bases de la
metafísica y aquello que cada uno puede lograr a través del Yo Superior (Alma y
espíritu). Se incluye además información sobre temas tan interesantes y profundos
como amor, prosperidad, meditación, curación y otros relacionados con grandes
maestros de la disciplina. Ten presente que todo lo que se enseña la metafísica debe
ser aprendido en la práctica. Puedes leer todos los libros que desees pero si no
experimentas por ti mismo lo que allí aprendes, de nada te servirá. No sólo creas,
tienes que probarlo.
In The Four Agreements, bestselling author don Miguel Ruiz reveals the source of self-limiting
beliefs that rob us of joy and create needless suffering. Based on ancient Toltec wisdom, The
Four Agreements offer a powerful code of conduct that can rapidly transform our lives to a new
experience of freedom, true happiness, and love. • A New York Times bestseller for over a
decade • Translated into 46 languages worldwide “This book by don Miguel Ruiz, simple yet
so powerful, has made a tremendous difference in how I think and act in every encounter.” —
Oprah Winfrey “Don Miguel Ruiz’s book is a roadmap to enlightenment and freedom.” —
Deepak Chopra, Author, The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success “An inspiring book with many
great lessons.” — Wayne Dyer, Author, Real Magic “In the tradition of Castaneda, Ruiz distills
essential Toltec wisdom, expressing with clarity and impeccability what it means for men and
women to live as peaceful warriors in the modern world.” — Dan Millman, Author, Way of the
Peaceful Warrior
Knowledge, however, is an attribute of the soul, and so are perception, opinion, desire, wish,
and appetency generally; animal locomotion also is produced by the soul; and likewise growth,
maturity, and decay. Shall we then say that each of these belongs to the whole soul, that we
think, that is, and perceive and are moved and in each of the other operations act and are
acted upon with the whole soul, or that the different operations are to be assigned to different
parts?-from Book IThe writings of Greek philosopher ARISTOTLE (384BC-322BC)-student of
Plato, teacher of Alexander the Great-are among the most influential on Western thought, and
indeed upon Western civilization itself. From theology and logic to politics and even biology,
there is no area of human knowledge that has not been touched by his thinking.In De Animawhich means, literally, On the Soul-the philosopher ponders the very nature of life itself. What
is the essence of the lifeforce? Can we consider that plants and animals have souls? How
does human intellect divide us from other animals? Is the human mind immortal?All these
questions, and others that seem unanswerable, are explored in depth in this, one of the most
important works ever written on such eternal questions. Students and armchair philosophers
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will find it a challenging-and rewarding-read.
In this 2nd Edition, John Blundell gives a lively portrait of more than 25 American women who
spoke out for liberty, helping to shape the political and social fabric of the United States. His
subjects range from frontier novelists to suffragists to the inventor of life insurance for women
and a tax collector who challenged the IRS. Arranged chronologically, the stories add up to a
history of America. Responses to the first edition were so positive that the author has added
five more of the best stories in US Women's History, namely Anne Hutchinson, Clara Barton,
Alice Paul, Rosa Parks, and Mildred Loving. 'Ladies for Liberty' combats the myth that women
want, and benefit from, big government. In this new, expanded edition of biographies of
American women, John Blundell shares further evidence that the spirit of independence has
always been a strong impetus for America's leading ladies. He shows that the underlying
motivation of the women portrayed in these pages was self-determination as a virtue, and the
conviction that individuals should be allowed to pursue their own ends, free from the coercion
of others. His selection focuses on women of Conservative/ Libertarian views, whether they
were active in politics, business owners, writers or other cultural figures. Black as well as white,
these women were revolutionary, some directly influencing the colonial breakaway from great
Britain, some fighting for Abolition, others breaking new ground professionally. Each one not
only made women's voices heard but made it clear that women have something to say that is
both valid and valuable. This book is intended for American and British readers alike, high
school and above, and all who are interested in American history, Conservative/ Libertarian
politics, or Women's Studies.
The problem of being is central to Western metaphysics. Etched sharply in the verses of
Parmenides, it took on distinctive colouring in Aristotle as the subject matter of a science
expressly labelled 'theological.' For Aristotle, being could not be shared in generic fashion by
other natures. As a nature it had to be found not in various species but in a primary instance
only. The science specified by the primary nature was accordingly the one science that under
the aspect of being treated universally of whatever is: it dealt with being qua being.
Here are brief, pointed, practical instructions in successful living to help achieve real health,
happiness, prosperity, greater security, andpeace of mind. In clear, concise terms, Emmet Fox
outlines the sevenmental laws that are the stepping stones to full realization of the inner,
spiritual Power which ties within the reach of anyone who sincerely wants it and who is willing
to apply the principles set forth. Make Your Life Worthwhile reveals how you can put these
principles to immediate use to begin transforming your life. Dr. Fox explains the eleven key
words in the Bible and discusses what the Bible has to say about successful living, showing
how its wisdom can become a part of your everyday life. This is a lifetime plan for tapping into
the great spiritual truths that underlie, everyday existence and applying them to: Reach through
to true spiritual Power • Use your own inner resources more fully • Overcome difficulties •
Become a dynamic person • Achieve what you really desire • Pray unselfishly • Get results
with positive thinking • Make the most of the present moment • Enhance spiritual growth and
material well-being • Build confidence in yourself • Understand your unique role in God's
unfolding purpose • and much more.
Contrary to those who reject the Harry Potter books as a threat to Christian faith, Neal
demonstrates how the lessons in these books reinforce the central messages of the Bible.
The English language version of Metafisica 4 en 1. It includes the titles: Metaphysics for
everyone, Your heart's desire, The mystical number 7, and Who is and who was the Count
Saint-Germain?

THOMAS TROWARD’S WISDOM SHARED BY HIS ONE AND ONLY
STUDENT WITH A NEW PREFACE BY PEN AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR
MITCH HOROWITZ! Respect, Trust, and Commitment are the cornerstones of a
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dedicated relationship between a teacher and a student. For a passionate
student yearning to learn and understand the essence of a subject, they must
demonstrate these traits before a teacher will take them under their wing. In this
case, the teacher was Thomas Troward of Cornwall, England and the student
was Genevieve Behrend. He imparted his per¬sonal insight to the one and only
pupil who could perpetuate this knowledge and share it with the world. Not long
after her time with Troward, Behrend began her mission in New York City where
she established and headed The School of the Builders until 1925. She
established another school in Los Angeles; and then spent the next thirty-five
years touring major cities throughout North America as a cel¬ebrated lecturer,
teacher, and practitioner of Mental Science. Your Invisible Power was her first
book and remains her most powerful and popular work. In this Original Classic
Edition, Behrend presents the Troward philosophy at its best. Her incomparably
direct and dynamic personality relates the life-changing concepts on a personal
level. As Behrend says, “We all possess more power and greater possibilities
than we realize, and visualizing is one of the greatest of these powers.” She will
motivate and inspire you with a powerful, yet simple and easy guide to open up
the way to the attainment of your desires.
Argentinean philosopher, theologian, and historian Enrique Dussel understands
the present international order as divided into the "culture of the center" -- by
which he means the ruling elite of Europe, North America, and Russia -- and "the
peoples of the periphery" -- by which he means the populations of Latin America,
Africa, and part of Asia, and the oppressed classes (including women and
children) throughout the world. In 'Philosophy of Liberation,' he presents a
profound analysis of the alienation of peripheral peoples resulting from the
imperialism of the center for more than five centuries. Dussel's aim is to
demonstrate that the center's historic cultural, military, and economic domination
of poor countries is 'philosophically' founded on North Atlantic onthology. By
expressing supposedly universal knowledge, European philosophies, argues
Dussel, have served to equate the cultural standards, modes of behavior, and
rationalistic orientation of the West with human nature and to condemn the
unique characteristics of peripheral peoples as "nonbeing, nothing, chaos,
irrationality." Hence, Western philosophies have historically legitimated and
hidden the domination that oppressed cultures have suffered at the hands of the
center. Dussel probes multinational corporations, the communications media,
and the armies of the center with their counterparts among the Third World elite.
The creation of a just world order in the future, according to Dussel, hinges on
the liberation of the periphery, based on a philosophy that is able to "think the
world" from the perspective of the poor and to reclaim the Third World's distinct
cultural inheritance, which is imbedded in the popular cultures of the poor. Apart
from the liberation of the periphery, there will be no future: "the center will feed
itself on the sameness it has ingrained within itself. The death of the child, of the
poor, will be its own death." This is a disquieting but stimulating book for scholars
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and advanced students of philosophy, ethics, liberation theology, and global
politics.
From the New York Times bestselling authors of All the Bright Places and Every
Day comes a story of hope, siblinghood, and finding your home in the people
who matter the most. Subject: You. Missing. Ezra Ahern wakes up one day to
find his older sister, Bea, gone. No note, no sign, nothing but an email address
hidden somewhere only he would find it. Ezra never expected to be left behind
with their abusive stepfather and their neglectful mother—how is he supposed to
navigate life without Bea? Bea Ahern already knew she needed to get as far
away from home as possible But a message in her inbox changes everything,
and she finds herself alone in a new city—without Ez, without a real plan—chasing
someone who might not even want to be found. As things unravel at home for
Ezra, Bea will confront secrets about their past that will forever change the way
they think about their family. Together and apart, broken by abuse but connected
by love, this brother and sister must learn to trust themselves before they can find
a way back to each other.
In this thought-provoking book, Patricia Cori takes time from her channeled work
as the Scribe to the Speakers of the Sirian High Council to focus on her past-life
experiences in ancient Egypt. The book begins dramatically with the traumatic
recall of a past Egyptian life, when Cori relives a horrifying death by
suffocation—from being buried alive. This experience propels her on a journey of
exploration into the question of human immortality, leading her back to Egypt
where she unravels the origins of the ancient Egyptians’ obsession with the
resurrection of the soul.Cori’s discoveries reveal new perspectives on Egyptian
mysteries, new timelines as to the beginnings of the civilization, and controversial
ideas that link the earliest Egyptian cultures with even earlier civilizations, such
as that of Atlantis. As she returns to sites of her former lives, Cori begins to
receive messages through which she relives the past-life regression, guiding her
to discover secrets of the ancient Egyptians. Finally, she travels beyond the veil
of illusions into the “otherworld” of possibilities that lies beyond physical
existence. This exciting book weaves strands of science, history, and
metaphysics into a shimmering tapestry of personal discovery.
Each person has an assigned place that no other person can occupy. What we
can do, no other individual can do for us. Thought is an extraordinary vibrational
and attractive force that will help us achieve everything we want if we are able to
take advantage of it. Thanks to this force we can change our lives.
A este libro lo integran los textos Qué es la metafisica, Piensa lo bueno y se te
dará, Un tesoro más para ti y Numerología.
“Poems . . . like folk tales told by a child with an impishly surrealistic streak” from
the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The World Doesn’t End (Library Journal). In
this volume, “Simic writes so simply that his words fall like drops of water, but
they ripple outward to evoke an ominous and numinous world” (The Washington
Post Book World). He fills the wee hours of his poetry with angels and pigs,
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riddles and cemeteries. With empty offices and dolls that smile. With the sound of
bare feet upstairs and a single kiss before the shadows converge. His is a rich,
haunted world of East European memory and American present—a world of his
own creation, one always full of luminous surprise. “The poems . . . come from a
vision of the world that, once experienced, prevents us from ever dozing again,
that prevents us, for that matter, from feeling confidently awake.” —Los Angeles
Times “One of the most original poets writing today, Simic has a gift for startling
juxtapositions . . . Homely images, in Simic’s hands, take on an eerie
combination of the marvelous and the absurd . . . There are few poets writing
today whose sense of wonder is so palpable.” —Library Journal Praise for
Charles Simic “Few contemporary poets have been as influential—or as
inimitable—as Charles Simic.” —The New York Times Book Review “He has
infused American poetry with the freshest and most original style and imagery
since e.e. cummings.” —St. Louis Post-Dispatch “His poems are crowded with
uncanny presence, which he challenges with flirtatious directness.” —The New
Yorker
An anthology of modernized essays and affirmations by the provocative New Thought teacher
and author of Wisdom of Florence outlines a distinct philosophy and action-based, practical
approaches to promoting a better life, covering topics ranging from the Laws of Prosperity and
intuition to forgiveness and love.
"The Golden Book of the Brotherhood of Saint Germain" collects the Sacred Scripture that
Master Saint Germain arranged for His Golden Age and which forms the Third Teaching Cycle
of the Saint Germain Brotherhood. Disciple Sainy Germain, a forerunner of the "I AM", warns
the students to whom the work is especially directed not to be fooled by external things or
appearance, created and distorted by man. Nor does it matter that we continually stumble in
life because God never criticizes or condemns, but has infinite patience. Saint Germain's
message will be summed up in one sentence: he who knows the power of God within himself
has nothing to fear from anyone. Those who are interested in investigating his work will find
wise advice in this book that shows that the fullness of God can be experienced in our own
lives and in the world and that, if we are aware of the divine presence within us, we will be filled
with health, prosperity and happiness.
Dentro de este libro encontrarás la sabiduría y enseñanzas del maestro ascendido Saint
Germain, dividido en sus cuatro obras más importantes: El libro de oro, Hacia mi mágica
presencia. La práctica de las llamas. Meditaciones diarias. Adéntrate en la filosofía de Saint
Germain y aprende a decretar y a realizar aquello que más anhelas. Enséñate la disciplina de
las meditaciones diarias y los llamados a los siete arcángeles, para poder vivir una vida
tranquila, armoniosa y llena de paz en ti mismo y en los demás. Elévate y viaja más allá de
este mundo etéreo con estas enseñanzas y con el conocimiento pleno de tu divina presencia
Yo Soy.
Respondiendo a preguntas básicas como ¿qué es la metafísica?, ¿cuales son los objetivos de
la enseñanza metafísica? o explicando como actúan las fuerzas cósmicas que llegan a
nuestro planeta o bien con ejercicios prácticos; la presente obra escrita en un lenguaje sencillo
y ameno, se convierte en un manual imprescindible para aquella persona que desea dar los
primeros pasos en la esencia pura de las prácticas metafísicas. Los profundos cambios
sociales en los que se ha visto envuelta la humanidad en las últimas décadas pone de
manifiesto que una nueva era está comenzando. Para comprender estos cambios es
necesaria una mirada profunda a nuestro interior y escuchar a nuestros hermanos mayores.
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No olvidemos jamás que el sentimiento y la palabra amor lo puede todo.
One needs a very sympathetic ear and a very sympathetic heart to understand these beautiful
parables, which are a rarity in Osho's work because they don't come from the talks that have
made him so famous -- the parables are actually written by him. Mystics like Buddha and
Jesus talked in parables -- and in his book Osho provides us with sixty parables, anecdotes,
and stories that speak directly to us -- contemporary people of the modern age. These
parables and their metaphors are all very simple, and because they are so simple they have a
purity, they are unpolluted by complicated rationalizations of the modern mind. They are
straightforward and direct, aimed to the heart like an arrow. In these parables Osho says in a
poetic way things that cannot be said in prose. He is expressing things from the heart, things
that cannot be expressed by the head. Each parable is a lesson to bring insights into one of
the most important issues we face in life. As he points out, a parable is a way to talk in pictures
and not in words. And in our dreams, we are again living in parables because the unconscious
understands only pictures. Your conscious has become trained for language, words, but the
unconscious is still that of a child. When a mystic like Osho wants to communicate something
from his innermost depth to your innermost depth -- he uses parables. They function like a
seed, hovering around the consciousness and emerging into sharp focus when our everyday
life experiences bring an opportunity to apply their lessons. It is very easy to remember them.
In the preface to this book, Osho writes: "What do I find when I look deeply into man? I find that
man, too, is an earthen lamp! But he is not just a lamp made of clay; in him there is also a
flame of light that is constantly rising towards the sun. Only his body is made of earth, his soul
is that very flame."
Given the focus of her positive thinking on verbal and physical affirmation, Florence Scovel
Shinn is considered among the writers who has most shaped and revolutionized our
understanding of metaphysics. ?Florence Scovel Shinn es una de las escritoras que más ha
influenciado y revolucionado la forma en la que entendemos la metafísica ya que su
pensamiento positivo permite la afirmación verbal y física.
A book of ancient mysticism originally published in the early 1900's to an interested people in
the old occult wisdom of Greece and Egypt. This book lays out seven principles that magic and
occult are supposed to work around. The book claims that grasping these principles will help
someone in enhancing their life and the world around them. Although the direct authourship is
now unknown, the Three Initiates have stood as the pseudonym most famous to the ones who
crafted this occult work.
There is a distinct hint of Armageddon in the air. According to The Nice and Accurate
Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch (recorded, thankfully, in 1655, before she blew up her entire
village and all its inhabitants, who had gathered to watch her burn), the world will end on a
Saturday. Next Saturday, in fact. So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, the Four
Bikers of the Apocalypse are revving up their mighty hogs and hitting the road, and the world's
last two remaining witch-finders are getting ready to fight the good fight, armed with awkwardly
antiquated instructions and stick pins. Atlantis is rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring. . .
. Right. Everything appears to be going according to Divine Plan. Except that a somewhat
fussy angel and a fast-living demon -- each of whom has lived among Earth's mortals for many
millennia and has grown rather fond of the lifestyle -- are not particularly looking forward to the
coming Rapture. If Crowley and Aziraphale are going to stop it from happening, they've got to
find and kill the Antichrist (which is a shame, as he's a really nice kid). There's just one glitch:
someone seems to have misplaced him. . . . First published in 1990, Neil Gaiman and Terry
Pratchett's brilliantly dark and screamingly funny take on humankind's final judgment is back -and just in time -- in a new hardcover edition (which includes an introduction by the authors,
comments by each about the other, and answers to some still-burning questions about their
wildly popular collaborative effort) that the devout and the damned alike will surely cherish until
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the end of all things.
CONNY MÉNDEZ (1898-1979) nació en Caracas, el 11 de abril de 1898. Hija del distinguido
escritor y poeta Don Eugenio Méndez y Mendoza, y de Doña Lastenia Guzmán de Méndez y
Mendoza. Como productora, directora y actriz, dedica varios años a actividades teatrales en
actos celebrados a beneficio de la Cruz Roja Internacional, período en el cual Doña Margarita
de Guinand es directora de dicha institución. Su obra musical consta de más de cuarenta
composiciones entre las que se destacan, por su aceptación entre el público, aquellas de
carácter popular (muchas de las cuales figuran en una importante discografía), sin faltar
algunas del género clásico y romántico, incluyendo un Oratorio de inspiración sacra. Fue
autora de todos los textos de su obra musical. Realizó giras internacionales ofreciendo
conciertos de canto y guitarra. Funda en 1946 el movimiento de Metafísica Cristiana en
Venezuela, consagrándose de lleno a la enseñanza esotérica a través de sus libros y
conferencias. Fue condecorada en tres ocasiones con: - Diploma y Botón de Oro
Cuatricentenario, 1967. - Diploma y Medalla de Buen Ciudadano, 1968. - Orden Diego de
Losada en 2a clase, 1976. Recibió además, en reconocimiento de su labor artística, cultural y
humanitaria, numerosos homenajes y galardones, así como diversas placas en
reconocimiento de su labor en el campo de la Metafísica Cristiana.
En esta obra, Neville Goddard, enseña como transformar tu mundo y manifestar tus más
preciados sueños.
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